Course Review: Elkhorn Valley Golf Course
We’re undoubtedly going to catch some heat for
saying this, but we have to call ‘em like we see ‘em.
Elkhorn Valley Golf Course is not quite the course
it used to be. We’re not saying it’s a bad course, by
any means. It’s still a visually stunning treat, and
one of Oregon’s “must play” layouts. But no matter what anyone says, the course upkeep dropped
somewhat after 2000, when the second nine opened
(the first nine opened in 1976). But again, you still
absolutely have to play this course.
We’ve actually played Elkhorn a few times, but Summer 2007 was the first time we played it together,
so that’s the round that counts toward the Quest. In
fact, Elkhorn was Course No. 7 of the Quest, and
was memorable for moments other than golf proper.
Don bought a $5 yardage book at Elkhorn, but on
the first hole Pete slid it into a little slot on the golf
car’s “dashboard” and it fell down into the cavity
where the engine would be in a car. On the No. 3
fairway, Pete bent over to clean his ball and split his
black trousers right along his backside, so played
the round with considerable air conditioning. Fortunately we didn’t encounter many fellow golfers that
particular day.
Elkhorn Valley is nestled in a small valley not far from
the towering old growth forests of the Opal Creek
Wilderness. It has a Lyons address, but is some 11
miles off of North Santiam Highway. Elkhorn’s layout
features canyons, streams and wetlands, tall stands
of trees and sights and sounds of wildlife all around.
It’s rare to play a round at Elkhorn without seeing
deer (though we’ve never seen actual elk). Indeed,
if Bigfoot/Sasquatch exists, you may find him at Elkhorn — it’s that kind of a natural setting.
We have taken carts at Elkhorn and we have walked.
The course’s natural topography is generally flat, so
walking your round isn’t difficult. You will lose some
golf balls at Elkhorn. The rough per se isn’t all that
rough, but most fairways are bordered by natural
grasses, brilliantly colored wildflowers, a variety of
scrub brush and other junk that make finding errant
shots near impossible (though you may find someone else’s lost ball). More likely, especially in the
summer, you’ll just end up with burrs in your socks.

You don’t have to be a mad bomber to play Elkhorn;
the longest tees are only 6300 yards. You do have
to be accurate, as most fairways are tree-lined and
narrow. The greens are excellent — they’ll hold most
approach shots, but yet are quick when you putt.
There are many holes we could talk about at Elkhorn, but No. 10 and 11 are perhaps the most noteworthy. No. 10 is a 376-yard par 4, which doesn’t
sound all that intimidating, but it’s a severe dogleg
left with trees discouraging any left-side shortcuts
and lining the hole from tee to green along the right.
No. 11 is a 185-yard par 3 with a pond staring you
down from the tee box — a pond that takes up most
of the space between the tee and the green. No.
3 (pictured above) is similar, though shorter with a
smaller pond, but a green framed by three bunkers.
In fact, there are ponds in play on six of the front
nine holes.
The Cutler family that originated Elkhorn Valley and
ran it for years eventually sold the property to an
investment group that wants to turn Elkhorn into a
destination resort. So far, through a combination of
financial, zoning and permitting issues, that hasn’t
happened. The Cutlers ran Elkhorn as a family labor of leave, so it’s unpretentious and features few
amenities. The clubhouse/pro shop is small and offers few food options — although the pre-packaged
sandwiches in the cooler are, unexpectedly, exceptionally good. There’s no driving range. The restrooms adjacent to the pro shop are always clean.

